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Secure Your Workday 
Platform with AppOmni

Workday is the leader in the Human Capital Management (HCM) market and provides a single destination for most HR, finance, and 

supply chain solutions. Workday’s unmatched customization provides a powerful solution for company operations, but this flexibility 

can pose potential risks when security settings are overlooked or misconfigured.

Considering the size and complexity of most organizations, it’s challenging to effectively manage user access and ensure Workday is 

securely configured. Organizations must provide frictionless usability while maintaining optimal security to address business changes. 

Continuous and automated configuration monitoring of Workday is critical to ensure smooth business operations, minimize risks, meet 

regulatory requirements, and improve an organization’s governance, risk, and compliance (GRC) processes.

Workday security is not a “one size fits all” approach. With AppOmni, organizations are better equipped to efficiently maintain 

a higher level of security within Workday.

AppOmni provides Security and IT teams with centralized visibility, continuous 

monitoring, and expert guidance to effectively secure their Workday environment.
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• Increase awareness with centralized visibility of Workday security posture using AppOmni Posture Explorer to see 
System Settings, Roles, Groups, and Users

• Define Policy Rules to evaluate the security configuration and posture of a Workday instance

• Implement Default Policies from the Policy Library to ensure security baselines are in place

• Continuously monitor to maintain security posture and hygiene and detect potential risks

• Use AppOmni Insights to identify potential security risks. Insights are defined by AppOmni SaaS security experts 
and designed to make Workday administrators experts in Workday security

• Review and triage policy violations

• Receive normalized event logs and high-fidelity detection alerts in existing SIEM and collaboration tools to 
prioritize response

• Take advantage of a library of compliance policies and reports to demonstrate and maintain regulatory standards 

Solution Benefits

AppOmni enables companies to better secure their Workday environment, while decreasing the workloads of security and IT 
teams. Our SaaS Security Management platform delivers centralized visibility, unmatched data workload, and security controls that 
integrate seamlessly into SaaS environments to secure sensitive data.
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